LANDSCAPING, SITE FURNISHINGS & WALKS

Bed Edge – “DO”
Edge at Sidewalk – “DO”
Bed Edge – “DON’T”
Mulch Ring – “DO”
Sod – “DON’T”

Nellie R. Stevens Holly – “DO”
Nellie R. Stevens Holly – “DON’T”
Shrubs – “DO”
Shrubs – “DON’T”
Hedge – “DO”

Hedge – “DON’T”
Inlet Grade – “DO”
Inlet Grade – “DON’T”
Concrete Edge Detail – “DO”
Concrete Score – “DO”
Concrete Score – “DON’T”
Concrete Turnout – “DO”
Concrete Turnout – “DON’T”
Bench – “DO” (Not Standard Pad)
Bench & Ash Urns – “DO”

Bench – “DON’T”
Trash Receptacle – “DO”
Bike Pad – “DO”
Bike Rack – “DO”
Bike Rack – “DON’T”